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Wishing you a peaceful holiday

When final exams are over in a few weeks,
students can enjoy a bit of relaxation over the
gpcoming Christmas holidays. Many students
till be taking to the ski slopes, taking long trips

across the globe and just be

streaker fashion on the peaks of Hear Valley.
Whatever you do. the Paeilican staff liopes
that everyone will have a fun and peaceful
holiday season!
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closed.
Delta is now' renting the
site from UOP. By the spiing.
Delta will begin to move out
completely. This will allow
greater use of the facilities
there including the main park
ing
lot. Dochterman explained.
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long range plan are to nego
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COP is also seeking funds
from various foundations to
underwrite the cost of giving
each Delta building, "a very
nice appearance, which will be
adequate
to
meet
the
university's needs.
stated
Dochterman.

senttothe

He further explained that
in the early 1960s. Pacilic
began to reduce scholarships
and started to "branch out"
into other sports.
Dempsey added that LOP
is not a big football school, and
that the "nature of the game"
requires greater
expendi
tures for it.
Elbert
Covell
senator
Arnie Torres claimed that
LOP "wasn't thinking about
the future" in regards to other
sports. "There is genuine
interest in other sports such us
soccer, and yet there isn't any
money given to them." lit
remarked.
DEMPSEY ANSWERED,
saying that the athletic depart
ment has "over doubled" the
soccer budget this year. The
only thing that soccer doesn't
have are scholarships, he said.
Torres
snapped back.
"That's nothing. It's like
you're trying to sat we artgetting a little instead of
nothing. There is no way you
can compare soccer to other
sports."

HE ADDED that 52 per
cent of the students at I OP
received some sort of financial
One senator asked whether
aid.
or not women athletes will be
"It is not true that all
given scholarships in the
athletes get full-ride scholar
future. Dempsey stated that
ships." Dempsey explained. policies regarding scholar"Last year. 113 lull scholar
.ships for women are being
ships were given and w e had
reviewed, noting that, until this
159
athletes.
Eighty-three
fall, such a polity w as against
room and board scholarships
the National Women's Sports
were given last year." SixtyOrganization.
five of these scholarships were
for
football and 18
for
Dempsey explained that
basketball.
the budgeting for the intra
Dempsey confirmed that
mural program comes out of
all athletes must meet the
the COP physical education
same entrance requirements,
department and is supple
although athletic
scholar
mented by ASLOP. He fell that
ships are not given according LOP has a good intramural,
to need.
with many students taking
Senator
Ken
Winer
part annually. This always
commented that it appeared
causes a space problem. InUOP was a "football school"
said.
and asked Winterberg how this
The Nov. 7 senate decision
policy originated.
"I've been here a long time requiring the president and
and LOP has not always had a vice president to present
related
well-rounded sports pro reports of their
gram," Winterberg replied. activities became a long,
For many years, all that drawn out topic for discussion
at the end of the meeting.
existed were football and
basketball."
Senator
Gary
Janzen
commented that he thought it
was
"ridiculous"
that a
lengthy, detailed sheet of
activities had to be presented
at each meeting. Vice presi

Limbaugh appointed to
acting COP position
Dr. Ronald H. Limbaugh,
associate professor oi history,
has been appointed acting
of COP
associate dean
commencing Jan. 1, 1975.
The
appointment
was
made by Dr. Clifford Hand,
UOP academic vice
acting
alter Limbaugh
was recommended by the COP
dean's office and approved by

Limbaugh. 36. has been at
LOP since 1966. where he has
taught history and served as
archivist and curator ol manu
scripts for the Pacific Center
for Western Historical Studies.
He earned his B.A. from
the College of Idaho and his
Ph.D. from the University of
Idaho in 1967. He is married
and has a young daughter.

the COP Council.
Limbaugh sees his post as

one calling lor the implemen
tation of policies adopted y
the faculty.

to
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THE ARCHITECTS are as
concerned with the remodel
ing of the facilities as with
planning a total use of the
campus, hesaid. "Wearemost
encouraged with the creative
long range plans they have
come up with." Dochterman
commented.

Two LOP administrators
answered several questions
concerning athletic expend
itures
and
senators
and
student body executives again
argued extensively about the
need for the recently passed
motion requiring the presi
dent and vice president to
present accounts of their
ASUOP activities at an ASCOP
senate meeting Nov. 21 in the
President's Dining Hall.
Dr. Cedric Dempsey.I OP
athletic director, and Dr. Ro
bert Winterberg. financial vice
president.
were present to
answer a number of questions
from the senators regarding
intercollegiate
and
intra
mural athletic issues, Students
had complained that more
emphasis has been put on
athletics
at
COP than
academics.
Winterberg pointed out
that while $321,000 was used
annually for athletic scholar
ships, over $2 million went to
academic scholarships. There
w'as a $300,000 increase in
academic scholarships this
year, he said.

,

"The deans should have
,t ide executive latitude, so long
as they are accountable both to
to the higher
the faculty and
officers of the

administrative

university.'
Limbaugh

nosition
now

is filling the

vacated

at ling

Beauchamp
appollllcd I"

dean
was

y
recently\ ,n .un >

left by Hand who had beendean
severa
of COP for the past
years.

RONALD LIMBAUGH

Last issue
This is the last issue of
the Pacifiean lor the fall
• semester. The newspaper
will not In- published during
• the month of January.
The Pacifiean is still
! looking for a sports editor
for the spring term, as well
• as interested layout and
I paste-up workers and
; experienced, expert typJ isls. Typists are paid by the
• hour.
•
The Pacifiean office,
will be closed during the
! winter term month. Those
* wishing information reI garding
the
Pacifiean
| should
write:
The
; Pacifiean, University of the
J Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
• or contact Joe Goldeen at
* 463-3684 or John Lynch at
* 466-7298. For information
! regarding
advertising,
contact Dan McCartney at
I 462-9485.
;
The Pacifiean will rcJ sume publication Feb. 14,
1975 w illi the office opening
• Feb. 5.
•
•

X
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dent Mark Rogo,submitted an
account of his activities.
President Larry Ginesi was not
present at the meeting and did
not present a report.
"It is just a personal
vendetta on the part of a lewsenators and it's absurd."
Janzen
remarked.
Mel
Panizza. ASLOP parlia
mentarian. added that the new
legislation was indicative of "a
lack of tinst on the part of the
senators."
ROGO SAID that he was
just doing what the senators
had wanted him to do.
Cajltson senator Courtney
Mitchell defended the senate's
position on the matter, saying
that "There was a concern as
to whether the executives w ere
doing their job." So. to clarity
that, we asked for a briefing,
he said. "We are not trying to
watch-dog you."
"There are some people at
ASCOP who are working their
butts off." Rogo commented.

"and there are some people
who are lacking in their jobs,
really lacking."
IN OTHER business. Rogo
mentioned that a task force in
tuition is forming to find out
where the students
are in
regards to tuition and to
mobilize student input. Ikadded that board rates appear
to be going up for next
semester.
Conservatory of
Music senator Melissa Spots
gave a report on the rundown
and inadequate conditions at
the Conservatory facilities.
(See Nov. 22 issue oi the
Pacilican.1 Lack ol space,
alive and dead mice, poor
ventilation
and
damaged
instruments were among the
complaints cited.
She
suggested
that
students write their high school
music teachers, telling them to
write the LOP administration
inquiring into the conditions at
the Conservatory.

ASLOP Academic Affairs
Director Karen Akerson and
Legal Council Advisor Rod
Schwarz talked about their
recent trip to New York, where
they
attended
the
First
National
Conference
on
Student Legal Rights.
The conference provided
workshops and discussions on
how student leaders should
approach issues with
the
administration and how to
organize
student
body
programs and activities.
I soon realized that
ASl'OP is light-years ahead ol
other colleges in many student
programs and opportunities."
Akerson explain&l. Schwarz
agreed, saying that "ASL'OP
can be a national student
leader."
Schwarz
and Akerson
urged students to talk to them
about their experience and
welcomed anyone to review
the materials they brought
back.

The Mall opens its doors
The Mall, replacing the now defunct End Zone,
has been operating since the beginning of this
week. It has not taken these hungry people

long to discover the new location, on the second
floor nexl lo the grocery store.

Bookstore, Mall operating
now in University Center
Most ol the University
Center lacilities are in
operation now. including the
bookstore and the Mall, which
has replaced the End Zone.
The bookstore, on the first
floor, has been given quite a
large area, which it is utilizing
to expand its popular reading
selections.
ASLOP will he moving into
their spacious new ollices over
the w inter vacation. Tlu-y will
be operating
out ol their
present location until Ihe end ol
the semester.
Gary
Klcemann. the
centerdireetor. has min ed into
his ollice opposite llie
bookstore. He is receptive to
any ideas you might have,
including ideas lor programs,
special
events
and
improvements
ol
existing
lacilities.
The grocery store will he
open tonight and every night
until 2 a.m. lor tin- duration ol
dead week and linals

Tonight in the Rathskeller,
a repeat performance by
lolksjnger Ron. w ho also plays

Black-out
stuns campus
Winds up to 60 miles per
hour were responsible lor
knocking down power poles
and causing a two hour black
out ol the entire LOP campus
last Tuesday evening.
A malUinclinn in the lire
alarm system brought several
lire trucks to campus in the
two-hour period. One ol thetrucks, responding to the call,
collided with a Volkswagen
which ran a red light at the
corner ol Yokut and Pacific.
Les Smith, chid ol campus
security, said he was real
proud ol our students" lor not
setting oft any lalse alarms.
The alarms set oil during
the black-out were caused by a
power surge and immediate
loss ol power when repairmen
were attempting to lurti oil the
eleetrieltv.

guitar, will he happening at 9
p.m.
Tomorrow at 9 p.m..
John. Jonathan and David,
singing and play ing on guitar,
liddle and mandolin will lie
Icaml ed
file
new
University
Theater, in operation lor Die
past lew
weeks, will he
presenting
a
Beatles
marathon, starling .it live ih,,s
evening
and
continuing
virtually
non-stop
until
midnight Sunday

McKuen cancels
Rod
McKuen.
the
poet/lyricist, has canceled out
ol his contract to perlorni
tonight in the eonserv alorv
Forum Director Phil Huge
said he called Los Angeles .uul
McKuen was out ot town |j,,
decided he w anted lo go on
trip. He is cheating students .it'
LDP by signing a contract and
tlu-n skipping out

DeCember
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Can ASUOP censor

Question Man
Do you (liiitk ASl OP.
which funds the Puriliraii.
should he able (o censor the
paper at campus meetings'.'

Gail Moskovsky — Inter
mediate. Haymond. I think
they should have a voice as to
what goes in it. Since they are
the publishers, they should
have as equal a voice as
anybody.

Sieve Smith — Graduate,
Mi-George School ol l aw. 1
think Ireotlom ol the press is
one ol the most sacred ol
American freedoms. ASCOP is
looking lor ;i law suit il they
attempt
to
censor
the
Facilican in any way.

' r,'sl"ti.i,
t«P. 1 really doit t
Freedom ol the press |,. . "'I
long preserved in IMir SI
Htlli
thanks to the media •<lll| .
cooperation with the iy.L,.. 'I

Jane Farb - Freshman.
Raymond. No. 1 don t think so.
I think that they should"! I be
able to use il. We should be
able to say what we want
through the newspaper

,.sj4lN('T°N

WA

SfS*:r2S
•

s
AersllSt'our
cut'^ria" P"r»H!

&

serve
cerve

Milch Brow n. Jr. — Sopho
more, COP. 1 don't think any
body should have the right to
censor anything, whether it's
the Pacific-ail or any other
newspaper or media. As lar as
it goes. I'm a very slrqilg
believer in the freedom ol the
press. ASl 01' is probably a
scapegoat
lor
the
administration when they try
to do that. As
long as
something is fact, print it.

Pant Armstrong — Fresh
man, COP. No. I've noticed
some debate letters about
NorCal P1RG. II ASl OP was
censoring. 1 think worse
articles would go in. slanted
their way. It's not const i:
tujioiial. Someone
should
pdnch them in the,nose.

controversial things in high

school papers.

and few transfer at that time.
Doehterman is "optim
istic" that enrollment w ill hold
up in the spring. He feels
Pacific's enrollment has held
up "as well, if not better" than
most private colleges.
The attractive nature of
Pacific's program, its ivyleague' atmosphere and its
larger size as compared to
most private colleges are
reasons for the enrollment
holding up, he said.
F"all enrollment for UOP's
Stockton campus was 4,200
students.
COP.
1833;
Raymond. 263: Covell. 175;
(Jallison. 178: Conservatory
262;
Education.
344;
Engineering, 163: Pharmacy,
239 and "unspecified." 43.
The total increase of 104
students over fall 1973 yielded a
$25 tuition rebate set according
to the number of students
enrolled. All full-time students
are eligible for the rebate
which will be made during
spring registration.

Test results in
Results ol the Old
Personality test given to
freshmen during summer
orientation are now avail
able. II you did not receive
your results in the mail, you
can pick them up in the
counseling center .(Cowell
Health Center)
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"Anyone who touches.this
problem of food shortages
knows that there w ill be some
kind of doom for the world,
commented
Dr.
Roger
Burnett. UOP professor of
geography who is instructing a
class this semester entitled
"Agriculture.
Food
and
F'a mine."
This problem of meeting
the tooci demands for the
world's growing population is
currently being discussed by
the United Nation's Food and
Agriculture Conference in
Rome.
"The principle value of
this conference is publicity."
for parents to help their children with reading Burnett stated. He added that
skills at home. The emotional needs of children this meeting w ould be reported
were also discussed. It was the fifth session w idely. thus making the public
and
political
leaders
of
held this semester.
numerous countries aware ol
the situation.
"This mav
stimulate some countries to
make actions ol good lailh or
value."

School of Education reading clinic director
Jim Witty (center) speaks to a group of
parents Nov. 23 at a special training session
for parents of children w ho attend the clinic.
The session w as aimed at providing guidelines

ASUOP services to slow
down during January
" Things will" be pretty
be working with the long range
dead around here during
planning committee on the tui
winter term.
Mark Hugo.
tion issue also."
ASCOP vice president, said
eommenl-ing on student
Karen Akerson, ASCOP
activities during January.
academic affairs director, is
Grocery store hours willbe
still negotiating for more stu
cut back and product inven
dent participation on ihe var
tories will be stabilized. Rogo
ious committees within the
said. "Maybe we'll have oiie
new governance system. "We
social event."
..I
,
,
still have the potential of
ASUOP will be busy ill' '"')0'sing sludent voice on univer
other activities though. - A
sity committees." Akerson
senate tuition task force is
said.
being set up to explore the
Rogo added that one stu
issue of tuition increase.
dent
on
the university
"We will try to make sure
committee "doesn't give us
that the inevitable increase
much voice."
will be as small as possible."
"We're also working on
Rogo said. "(Larry) Ginesi getting the Conservatory some
(ASUOP
iPresident) will
more practice rooms." Rogo
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said. ASCOP is working in con
junction with the Conserva
tory senate on this matter.
A possible second admini
stration rap night is also
planned for winter term.
"I'm gonna be takin' a twoweek
vacation.'"
Rogo
commented, wrapping up his
activities for the January
tertn.

Students w lio led that they
have received an unlair grade
can have such complaints
handled through ASl'01'grade
grievance advocate Pamela
Yant.

—
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UOP's student body is one
of only u few in the nation
which
is
sponsoring
a
career/lite planning program,
aimed at giving a student some
direction in what career to

evidence
to
complaint.

support

Wain St "

SeqasUHi t Liquors

SPECIALSUN— THURS. 9 P.M. TO 11 P.M.
FRI iSAT. 10P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

Hot Fudge
Sundae

URETER'S

choose and how to pursue it.
ORGANIZED
15 V
the
Anderson V through the efforts
of Kathy Mondragon. the
program w ill aid the student in
deciding what his true career

to

I
m

I
•a

When a complaint has been
deemed to have sulliciem
merit
the complaint
is
P'csenlctl to the Academic
Grievance Hoard lor ihc
concening ol a panel
The
panel hears the evidence and
reaches a decision oil the basis
ol presented documentation
Hie panel lias the power to
change Hie grade.
Yaijl :
nil ice It fiurs at
ASCOP
(946-22331
are
1uesday.
Wednesday
and
Tliursda'
-'.v. to a.m. to 12
Appointments can also |,o
made.

I

$

STOCKTON. CAU7 *

• GREAT

"Career/life planning i
designed to empow er people
be in control of their own live
It offers so much potential fc
university."
sail
a
Mondragon. explaining lM
the program can be used i"
attract students to UOP.
THIS WILL not be
competition
with
placement
center." '•
added. "They have a spec
function. All the programs
that, including ihe counsel"!
center, must blend together
The program will 0"(l
participants
Ihe followini
opportunities: coming
contact with one's ideal )l
objective:
how
hi ^
interviewed: how to restate
an organization before "
interview: how to keep ,V#J'
ideal job once y ou gel it
how to develop your ideal F
objectives.
Mondragon w ill be lioldi'®
orientation sessions J'1" '
Feb. 12. Both will start at6;'
p.m. in the President's hi'*
Hall, next to the V.
The program is sugg''5"'
lor every one, even il >'ou 'L
not considering a job
'
lul1'
near future. For
information,
go 1° 1
Anderson V.

Food

• Some P,iees Ijnce
Opening i„ May

CARMEL
Kosher Deii/Re,ta nt

win

ura

448

N. SUTTER

BEYE OPTICAL

ELECTRIC CAROUSEL

TTTTT1

2-FOR-i BONUS COUPON

NIGHTS

PlaY 1

game - get the 2nd
game free.

I

. Live music Thurs. and Fri. nights
OPEN

and life goals are.

11 a.m. to 11 p.m

-

I

downstairs Weberstown Mall
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154 BEER & MUSIC THURSDAY
,1

to bring underdeveloped land
into cultivation.
"Supposing we could ltt,:
20 or 30 billion people, wlu
kind ol lile would we have1
think it's madness the »•«
they talk."
According to Burnett it,
U.S. should not have to nj
underdeveloped countries In
extended periods of time
Rather.
the
particular
countries should undertake
actions to limit the populate
growth and reorganize then
food production.

948-9802
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ICE CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT

ROGER BARNETT

«AS T JAMESTOWV|

(PSA Grinningbirds).

M©N-l
WEX>. Il-3p*<

with the purchase of one
at regular price.

SI'KCIAI. UISCOI XT roll"
SOKOKITY& ntATKKNITY
FLNCT'IONS.
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UOP IS
FOR THE BIRDS

LIKE A COUNTRY PICNIC!
Fill your plate high with special
meats, breads, homemade soups,
original salads, & delicious crepes.
Make your lunch break exciting...
meet us at the WOODSHED!

Vt»lid Only During the Following Hours:

1lie

The student and prolessor
must lirst talk over (lie
disputed evaluation. II a
satislac-tory resolution js nut
made, the sludent advocate
then talks to this prolessor. A
(acuity; advocate
is then
appointed who also speaks
with the prolessor.

Party Supplies • Groceries •
Keg Beer - Free Delivery

462-4322

9

bu^nU<isaforced

nation is

Career/life program offered by T

UQUOft . WINE - DELICATESSEN

A90 E-

WEBERSTOWN
MALL

BARNETT SAID that the
conference also has negative
effects, since there are now

" — • — • « • • • I MB

f FHONC 478-3275
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aSS^rate
nation
desPer'!' „oW langi
beone k of some W
the desk o

"AMERICA IS quite rigti
in say ing the problems belong
to the particular countries
he stated. "There is no way n
can permanent ly export toodli
countries like India."
Burnett foresees lha
standard of life in the U.S. wi
probably go dow n in the futurv
He says that lood will us
more and there will hi
change in diet to less mi
How ever, he sees most ol tins
changes as beneficial ant
"We'll all be in betterhc.ilili

ASUOP grievance advocate can
help student with grade gripe

The
student
advocate
advises the complaining party
011 the merit ol his complaint
and assists the' student in
obtaining and preparing the

WITH TWO PIECES" OF
CHEESE,FRENCH FRIES.16 OZ. SOFT DRINK

REG. $1.59

FREE

differing opinions on how to
undertake corrective actions.
Leaders ol China and I SSR
feel that the w orld is capable of
feeding 10. 20 or even 40 billion
people if production is just
reorganized.
He
feels
this
reorganization is ridiculous
since the world s people do not
live in the right places, and
because it would cost a fortune

At Education training session

from I ^ ^ 'monthly
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World food conflict
topic of UOP class
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Shelley
DeAngelis
Sophomore, C'allison. H a
depends. I don I think so. Kveii
though they fund it.
Ihey
shouldn't have the right In
censor w hat goes in it. ASl Oil
as a group ol students, should
go through proper channels
such as letters to the editor.
They run too much already
They 're good, though.

Mike
Mi-Williams
—
Junior. COP. 1 don't think the
paper really needs any censor
ing. H reads like it s already
Censored. I re seen it lot rnoio

UOP enrollment
not expected to
climb in spring
Despite this fall's record
enrollment, projected figures
show no significant increase
tor UOP's spring semester.
Traditionally, there's a
drop in enrollment from fall to
spring on most college
campuses.
Gary
Hoover,
associate
director
of
admissions "doesn't know if
the drop at UOP will be off-set
by new admissions."
He feels the figures for the
spring have been "pretty
stable" in Ihe past and that
"they're really not very
significant."
Hoover predicted that
there will be 45 new admissions
this spring, about 15 of which
will be re-admitted students.
Vice President-Executive
Assistant Clifford Doehterman
cited the following reasons for
the traditional
enrollment")
decrease: The number of:
students who complete their (
work for graduation in the fall.
F>wer
people begin their
college program in the spring
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fortunate to know the name of
their nation. But they have a
much better chance of getting
a meal if the United States
wants to buy the friendship of
the government.
Pampered
Poohbahs:
with the Christmas recess just
weeks away, the State
Department is beginning to
feel the pressure from
congressmen with a yen to
globetrot.
Although Congress pays its
own travel bills, the State
Department serves as Capitol
Hill's travel agency. Most of
the striped-pants bureaucrats
resent having to pamper the
itinerant
congressional
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State Department insiders
have told us privately that
congressional travel is a vital
part of the lobbying effort.
"We
have
no organized
constituency," one official

£TAe

Internal cables, which we
have obtained, notify foreign
outposts that Sen. James
Abourezk, D-S.D.,
lor
example, is a vegetarian.
Other telegrams flashed word
that Rep. Edward Hutchinson,
R-Mich., wanted tickets for the
opera "Aida" during a junket

to Austria.
The StateDepartment is so
grandmotherly
that
legis
lators occasionally ask the
department not to assist them
with their plans, so that thediplomats will not get underfoot.
Henry's Hangup: Secre
tary of State Kissinger, who
has a fine eye lor a pretty
ankle, took special notice of
the foreign minister from
Uganda at the U.N. a few
weeks ago. The African diplo
mat is the striking Elizabeth
Bagaya, who once modeled for
Vogue magazine under the
nom de plume "Elizabeth of
Toro." Each foreign minister
Kissinger met lor days there-
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after was greeted with th
comment along these lines:
"It's nice to meet you. But I
have seen prettier foreign
ministers."
Saxbe Sacked? Some of
President Ford's most power
ful associates have urged him
to fire Atty. Gen. William
Saxbe, whom they view as lazy
and loose-tongued. But Ford
promised Saxbe months ago
that he could have the job as
long as he wants and the Presi
dent is a man who stands by his
word. Even though Ford, too,
has soured on Saxbe, our
sources say the President will
patiently wait for him to quit of
his own accord.

The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must be
typed and include names and addresses of author — names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief as possibleas space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon to the
Pacifican office.
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ASUOP vs. the press
In an attempt to protect their "image,"
some ASUOP leaders have made efforts to
dictate to the Pacifican at public senate
meetings whal should and should not go
into the student publication.
We feel that the UOP student
community has a right to know what its
leaders are doing and what decisions are
being
made
concerning
student
government.
ASUOP evidently doesn't think so.
At one of those public meetings Nov. 7,
the senators motioned to require that the
student body president and vice president
present accurate accounts of their ASUOPrelated activities at the regular Senate
sessions. Realizing that the discussion to
follow would entail personal accusations
about individuals not doing their jobs, the
Senate chairman attempted to call an
executive session," and have the Pacifican
reporter removed from the meeting.
Since it was pointed out that the
reporter happened to be the Pacifican
editor-in-chief
and
thus an
ASUOP
executive board member, he was permitted
to remain at the meeting. Still, the chairman
warned, "Don't put this in the Pacifican."
Executive session is a period where
"tatters regarding lawsuits and personal,
^ing-firing issues are discussed, all of
fitich takes place behind closed doors, the
Pfess banned, no formal minutes taken and
motions voted upon.
ASUOP violated the so-called executive
Ses$ion when the motion was indeed voted
°nand passed. Later, it was discovered that
Jtifutes had also been taken during that
session."

A new law was added to the student
°dV constitution, yet our student leaders
not feel that the rest of the student
community should know about it and what
'e comments and
discussion were
bounding the decision!
B"t because the legislation ignited
Personal criticisms and exchanged attacks
stween some student leaders, these
n widuals did not want such comments
Pr|oted in the newspaper. Maintaining a
public image and an unscathed ego
"as
more important than keeping the
°^unity informed. '
..Jbie Nov. 7 meeting was marred by
er attempts by the senate chairman to

control the student press. Twice, before the
already mentioned
incident, he made
arbitrary "I don't want this to go in the
Pacifican" remarks.
Since a motion had been passed and put
into constitutional law, the Pacifican
deemed it necessary to publish an accurate
report of the decision and the related
comments and discussion that surrounded
it.
(See Nov. 15 issue) In reacting to this
article, some of these student leaders said
the story was "in poor taste" and "will give
ASUOP a bad image."
At the next public Senate meeting, Nov.
21, discussion again came up concerning the
passed motion and again featured personal
gripes about persons not doing their jobs at
ASUOP. It was recommended that the
discussion, which continued for over an
hour, not be published in the Pacifican. Yet,
sure enough, excerpts from the discussion
were noted and included in the printed
minutes of the meeting.
Certainly,
problems
concerning
officers' personal performances should not
be brought up at these public meetings.
Since such topics have been discussed
openly and at great length, it is the
responsibility of the newspaper to tell the
students what takes place at these meetings.
Being able to accept critical remarks
publically
is
difficult
for
everyone.
Individuals in positions of leadership are
particularly vulnerable. But those persons
must accept the fact that the local
newspaper's responsibility is to cover and
accurately report the news at public events.
Students
who assume leadership
responsibilities in later life especially must'
realize this. There will be no room for "I
don't want this in the newspaper"
comments then.
Freedom of the press is a very precious
privilege. It is a privilege that the Pacifican
has not misused this past semester. It has
been very disappointing that some of those
at ASUOP have insisted on placing personal
image and ego ahead of responsible news
coverage by attempting to dictate Pacifican
reporting policies at public, repeat "public"

Support music
students' efforts
Dear Editor:
My sister is enrolled in the
Univeristy of San Francisco
drama and music program.
Her counselors in high school
and at University of San
Francisco spoke highly of the
reputation of the Conservatory
at UOP.
I received the
impression
that
the
Conservatory is a University
institution with a nationally
prominent reputation.
The reputation of any
school depends on the quality
of the students and faculty and
proper
the availability ol
facilities lor students' growth
and development in their
profession. As a recent Me
George Law School graduate.I
can testily to the fact that
pleasant surroundings have an
important
effect
in
ameliorating the intellectual
and creative pressures that
most
professional schools
impose,on their students.
The reputation of the
Conservatory may be in
jeopardy because ol the
inadequate facilities available
to its students. If adequate
facilities are not provided for
.music, practice and prepara
tion. the result will he an even
tual decline in the profession
alism of students, a reduced
professionalism in conserva
tory alumni, and. therefore, a
loss of reputation for the con
servatory.
It is therefore important to
the
reputation
of
the
Conservatory
and
the
University, and to the
continued
professional
development of Conservatory
students
that
adequate
facilities be found immediately

meetings!

"Whatever happened to the dental clinic? My teeth are
rapidly becoming "basket cases."
"The dental clinic concept remains alive and well. Finally
we are getting rid of the cancer in our basement — the
computer center. Considerable time has been spent on
planning an up to date six chair clinic which will be a part of
the School of Dentistry. It will be a complete set up which will
stress regular check-ups, as well as routine dental pro
cedures The main obstacle at present is the method of
funding and there are two ways to go.but they should not be
used conjointly. Fees would be at approximately 60per cent of
the usual dental fees or on a prepaidbasis of $20-25 per year but
*-,ICtime of inflation
.
fho no'.ir
,n
it is ..^Unlimmhhr
unbelievably innviuincilK!
inexpensive. In
In the
near
• (X 'i
z ..I. AM
/irt vv-t»\lin <1*1/1 ivniit* nr**lIton
future a poll wiH'be taken on campus, and your written
Lmrnents would be appreciated by the undersigned in the
meanwhile. You are too old for fluoride!
"Prematurely, a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year not
hiiehted by dental cavities.
Note It is not too late to get your flu shots. Call 2315 lor time ol
Cost is $2. New supply just received.

so that the Conservatory may
continue to grow in student
population and in reputation. I
urge all students concerned
with
the University's
reputation and educational
potential to actively support
the efforts of the Conservatory
and faculty in
students
resolving this issue quickly.
Rodney A. Schwartz
Legal Services Center
ASUOP

Disgusted with
new theater
Dear Editor:
I just returned from my
first visit to our new Univer
sity Center where I saw this
week's movie
in our new
theater.
Words
cannot
describe my disappointment
in the theater as a whole, but in
an attempt to lodge one
specific complaint. I would
have to say Ihave never heard
a worse sound system in my
life. For the amount ol tuition
we pay to go to this school. I
couldn't have imagined the
school would build a theater as
clearly second-rate as the one
they have presented us with.I
couldn't be more enraged and
disgusted.
Steven Meinrath
Farley 212

Nam' veteran
feels 'cheated'
Dear Editor:
In the small city of Santa
Rosa, a Vietnam veteran was
found living in a Goodwill
container where people dump
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A good image is certainly important, but
not to the extent of censoring the press.

The Pacifican is a publication of the Associated
Students, University of the Pacific and is
published weekly during the academic year.
Entered as second-class matter October 24,1924
at the Post Office,Stockton, Ca., under the Act of
March. 3, 1897. Subscription $3 per year. Telephone*209-946-2114. Member of College Press
Service and National Education Advertising Ser
vices, 360 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10017. All material copyright The Pacifican 1974.
Send form 3579 to the Pacifican, University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Ave., Stockton, Ca., 95211.
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Thus,
the
State
Department curries favor with
congressmen by riding herd
over the smallest details of teir
junkets. Thediligent diplomats
make
hotel
reservations,
arrange flight schedules and
fret about a host of other
trivialities.
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WHAT'S
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»»?
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No fewer than 25 State
Department employees work
full
time ministering to
Congress. Their annual budget
exceeds hall' a million dollars.
The sole rationale for this
congressional
"liaison"
operation is to win enough
votes
to
support
the
department in its annual
budget fight.

said, "so we have to line up the
votes ourselves."

leed

•"P'e- whal

^CAROUSEL

hordes, but the top officials at
State actually encourage the
lawmakers' wanderlust.

I
-if

Office Manager...Leslie Spradling
Business Manager....Dan McCartney
Circulation Manager
Advisor

Dave Beretta
Dan Walters

their old clothes and unwanted
furniture. He has a Purple
Heart. He may get a coffee
with that if he's lucky!
In a \ etcrail'* hospital on
tile west coast, o veteran
develops gangrene Irom all

infection in his leg. It was
determined
the
unusual
infection was contracted from
an inflamation caused by his
paralyzed leg resting against a
steam radiator. They reached
that conclusion alter they cut
his leg oil!
America has a Veterans
Crisis and Americans are
looking the other way. Two
years after the removal of all
troops trom Vietnam, the sears
are still visible. As one of those
veterans. I am aware of a lew
of those scars and strains.
I believe America owes a
great deal to the Vietnam
veteran who served lor a
country whose uncertainty
about the involvement there
cost 48.000 lives.
Perhaps the figures must
be brought out so that more
people may be aware of the
tremendous
problems
Vietnam veterans have in
trying to adjust to our
straight' society. Two million '
lour hundred thousand people 1
served in Southeast Asia and of
those.
55.000 are receiving
government compensation for
psychiatric disorders.
Mr. Hubert .1 l.illon. Yale
psychiatrist and author ol
Home From the War. indi
i a ledThere is something
special about Vietnam veter
ans quite apart Irom those who
arc obviously troubled. Tltcy
arc loners, rarely handing to
gether with others at American
Legion or Veterans ol Foreign
War gatherings.

When one considers the
fact that WW II Veterans had
all their tuition paid for here at
UOP in addition to
their
monthly allotment, and then
compares it to the Vietnam
veterans benefits, one wonders
about the fairness
of the
system.
As a Vietnam veteran. 1
feel very cheated and find it
extremely difficult to relate to
those who believe we have a
"great" country.

Better book
prices needed
Dear Editor;
Since this is the last issue
of the Pacifican before spring
semester, I thought I'd bring
up a point not on the minds of
students at this moment. But
wait until those first few days
of the new semester, when it's
time to buy books!
The system has been set up
where used or "recycled"
books are available,tostudents
is a fine idea. However, there
never seems to be that many
used books available, so there
is no alternative but to buy the
new and over-priced books at
the bookstore.
Is there any way that
ASUOP can get involved with
the selling of these books at
reasonable, reduced prices?
Many of my friends spend up to
$90 or more a semester on
books that are hardly worth
that.
And what about the resale
of our textbooks to the "book
man"
who represents a
company that's taking the
students for all it can get?
What is theuse oi selling a book
that cost you $5 and getting 25
cents for it? That's stealing,
especially when the books are
resold for $2.50 or more. The
profit certainly isn't going to
the students.
The people in ASUOP are
always saying they want to
provide services for us. but
they need to know what we
want. What more could we
want than to be able to buy our
textbooks at reasonable prices
and to resell them for more
than 25 cents?
Sincerely,
•Laura Urseny

Mr. Tony E. Bugarin

An honor
Dear Editor:
I'm now the only political
prisoner in the USA. Maybe
this is some sort of an honor.
John J. Desmond, Jr.
Box /, Terminal Island
San Pedro, CA 96731

I

Students

|

wanted

\

University Center director
Gary Klcemann announced
that several students artneeded to help run various
Center programs.
Night managers, eralls
program
supervisors,
information desk attendants
and games area attendants
are being sought. Interested
students should contnel Kleemann at 2171 immediately or
go to his oft ice on the ground
level of the University Center,
across front the bookstore.
lii
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Art exhibition presents
Entertainment

the best of UOP creations
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calaveras calendar
Theatre
December 6. 7 and 1214 Guys and Dolls." Speech Arts Auditorium.
Delta College 8 p.m.
December (i.7 "The Glass Menagerie." Raymond Common Room, 8
p.m.
December 6.7 "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men." Stockton Civic Theatre,
ft: 3(1 p.m.
December 8 "The KI lefts ol Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Mari
golds." Raymond Common Room. 8 p.m.

Concerts
December 6.7 Dave Mason and l'K-M at Winlerland. 8 p.m.
December 7 Loggins and Messina id Berkeley Community Theatre. 8
p.m.
December 8 Donovan at Berkeley Community Theatre. 8 p.m.
December 8 Kinks and Climax Blues Band. Winlerland. 8 p.m.
December 13.14. Richard Belts. Winlerland. 8 p.m.
December 20.21 Marshall Tucker. Winlerland. 8 p.m.
December 20. Beach Boys. S.K. Civic And.. 8 p.m.
December 21. Beach Boys. Sacramento Community Center Exhibit
Hall. 8 p.m.
December 14. Dave Mason. Sacramento Memorial Auditorium. 8 p.m.
December 6. Junior Recital—Doug Smith. Baritone. 8:15 p.m.
December 8, University Chorus and Orchestra, Conservatory.
3 p.m.
December 10. Pacific Woodwind Quintet. Conservatory, 8:15 p.m.
December 13. Woodwind and Brass Ensemble. Conservatory. 8:15 p.m.
w

And...

NS

December 6. Beaux Arts Masquerade Ball. Art Center. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Donation $1
December 7.8 Art Exhibition and sale at 3440 Pacific Ave #7. 1-5 p.m.
Now through January 1, Gilbert Dellinger Art Exhibit, Burns Tower
Lobby.
Now through January 5. 11th Annual UOP Student Art Exhibit. Pioneer
Museum.
Every Thursday. Gay People's Union meeting. 7:30 p.m. Anderson 5 .

Preparing for exhibit
Susannah Buehles puts on the finishing touches. Her work
is among those featured at the lltli Annual Art Exhibition at
Stockton's Haggin Galleries.

Beatles films!!!
December 6, 7 and 8
Anderson Y will be presenting
a Beatles comedy marathon,
featuring: "A Hard Day's
Night," "Let It Be." "Help!
"Yellow
Submarine"
and
"Magical Mystery Tour." The
marathon will begin a! 5 p.m.
and continue, non-stop, to 2
a.m. The next showing begins
early at 6 a.m. through 12 p.m.
Saturday and 6 a.m. throueh 12
p.m. Sunday. The films will be
shown in the new University
Center theatre.

"The Glass Menagerie" l Dee.
6-7t and Paul Zindel's "The
Kllect of Gumma Kays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds'
tDee. 8t.
The Glass Menagerie is the
story of Tom. an idealist and
dreamer. For his sister Laura.

•• t

Rock around the rink

ICE

UOP students enjoyed an evening's
skating on Nov. 21. ASUOP sponsored a free

3286 WEST LANE
464-3886

night on the ice at Oak Park Ice Arena.
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Rings set with diamonds, saphires or
rubies
Strands of pearls.
Gold chain necklaces, earrings and
charms.
Movado, Seiko, and Wyler watches.
Sterling silver bracelets and rings.

Guys and Dolls
"Guys and Dolls
will
appear tonight on the stage at
Delta's College's Speech-Arts
Auditorium.
The musical
comedy, directed by
Lou
Nardi. will run lor six perfor
mances tllee. 6-8 and 12-I4i.
Major roles are held by
Alex Citron. Brettda ilieks.
James kelley. Tout Seott.
Barry Wooledgc and Sharon
Wooledge.

GIFTSto brighten the season, to bring
radiance to many years of joyous days.
\Y

KUOP-FM 91.3 mHz

Make this a Christmas to remember.

A Source of the Unusual
=

2324 Pacific Ave.

Phone 464-4444

S

Registered Jeweler

Certified Gemologist

American Jem Society
Open Saturdays until Christmas.
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LAFAYETTE AUTO REPAIR

For your listening
enjoyment
DIRECTLY FROM THE STAGE
OF THE METROPOLITAN
OPERA HOUSE IN NEW YORK
These live broadcasts, heard throughout the United
States over the Texaco-Metropolitan Opera Radio

-MAJOR ENGINE WORK
any foreign car made
-MCLUMNGr-

MG

BMW

PORSCHE

TRIUMPH
VW

AUDI

DATSUN

TOYOTA

Handing
Washington

J

Paul Davey, owner
UHHEITt

STOCKTON

Haggin Gdleries

Works spanning over 500
years of printntaking are
featured in the show which
includes the work ol Durer.
I-iouault. Picasso. Hiroshige
and Baskin. All of the prints
have been selected l'or their
distinctive imagery and fine
techniques — from earliest
woodcuts and engravings to
the complex, mixed media ol
contemporary printmukers.
Area residents w ill have an
opportunity to view one ol the
world's outstanding collec
tions of graphic arts. Although
primarily interested in exhibi
tions at University level and
art
centers.
Davidson
Galleries has contributed to
museum
collections
from
Anchorage to San Diego. A
gallery rqarcscntulivc will he
available ~ to
answer any
questions the public may have
concerning
the
art
ol
printntaking.
All of the works in the
forthcoming
show
are
displayed informally so thai
the visitor may see each print
at, close range. The public is
invited to come in. brow se, ask
questions about the works,
artists and various graphic
techniques.
The exhibit and sale hours
will be Irom 1:30 to 5 p.m. m
the lecture hall ol themuseum,
located in Victory Park 1201
North
Pershing
Ave

Suski-Ricecake
Sukiyaki
Teriyaki-Beef, chicken
Deep friedFish, Shrimp.vegetable
Lunch combinations

Jan. 25
Feb. 1
Feb. 8
Feb. 15
Feb. 22
Mar. 1
Mar. 8
Mar. 15
Mar. 22
Mar. 29
Apr. 5
Apr. 12
Apr. 19

TIME

Pacific t

fROM

ONI

• Downtown—249 E. Miner

tockton
ypewriter Co.

_

• Lincoln Center North
• Lodi—107 W. Pine St.

STORE NEXT TO PAY LESS
" SATURDAYS til 5 PM

JhitM

HEATED POOL

.

I I

ART SUPPLIES

7

INNS

nnniMwninjnBBMTr"

11:00 a.m.

IBUCP

PARTY SUPPLIES

P'tECTMAi.PHONES -SOPAA WATER BEOS

FRIENDSHIP

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

KUOP-FM 91.3 mHz

The report concludes
teenagers
prefer
akffl
because of its easy availaL
and its general condonation!)
society, whereas marijuaDi
frowned on by parents)
other authority figures.
Once they graduate In
high school, students
drinking, although the iig«"
decline and depend on what!
student does after gradual
Those entering the m®
have a 55 per cent drinkerral
civilian job holders gulp in J
per cent and college studrf
register a fairly dry 38 per®1
regular alcohol consumpW
Finally, the survey
that the overwhelming favo'
alcoholic beverage amor
school students is beer

GIFTS

L'lTALIANA IN AIGERI (Rossini)
MADAMA BUTTERFLY (Puccini)
CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA (Mascagni)
I PAGLIACCI (Leoncavallo)
BORIS G0DUN0V (New) (Mussorgsky)
DON GIOVANNI (Mozart)
T0SCA (Puccini)
DAS RHEINGOLD (Wagner)
BLUEBEARD'S CASTLE (New) (Bartok)
GIANNI SCHICCHI (Puccini)
0IE WALKUERE (Wagner)
MAN0N LESCAUT (Puccini)
SIEGFRIED (Wagner)
LA F0RZA DEL DESTIN0 (Revised) (Verdi)
DIE GOETTERDAEMMERUNG (Wagner)
FALSTAFF (Verdi)
I VESPRI SICILIANI (Verdi)
L'ASSEDIO Dl C0RINT0 (New)(Rossini)

soo

Frne Delivery and Gift

WEST charted WAY

AT INTERSTATE s

BRIDAL REGISTRY

i Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

948-0321

1

LUNCHES

U6W PLATING —

WITHIN ""oortUGlh
MISS AGGIE

Z"

-^ama-U"

STARTING FRIDAY"
"THE DEVIL IN
MISS JONES"

Mollnw. PrlNoy

$2 MIDNIGHT
, *HOW
'

TIXAT^
CHAIN SAW

^
—

M

A

S

S

A

C

R

E

GO

'n ri< I

to pt?|

THE FACTORY

ACLAftcivua.
*
CLASS SCXUAL SUSPSNM

»JUjULUbbJ .MWUIIUl VW+VKK*: .i

SanyJ
that i|
in fe<
in ir

DINNE#

Featuring

.^u

9:30 a.m.

464 -8728

ORDERS TO

MEL

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

1 Ch*»nel
a'° Con,
Poi)ei

ostanza's o n the Avenue

an iit

11:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

One in seven high site
males gets drunk at leastoi
a week, and more "probla
drinkers" were found in the:
to 20 year age brackei that:
any other age group.
Marijuana is less popiia
than alcohol. Only 40percei
of the male seniors and 36)e
cent of the females survey
admitted using the drug.

Pacific
running
VtiHard Harrell and en
frasick. San Jose St hav
selected Pacific ( oast U
Association
olleiistvi
defensive players ol lite
Commissioner J
Hill revealed the |><»
honors in announcing I
conierence leant as pie
the PCAA's head coat
their annual meeting In
Claude llilIter!
guided Sail Diego St. to .
record and its third lit
row. was acclaimed ci
theyeur by his peers In
seasons at the A/.tee lud
herthascompilcd aslcr
3-2 mark and a 7-o I i
ence murk.
Raced by Wasui
Sparfans
coittrihult
players: seven wen* In s
Picks, same number

ED MONAGHANS

Carter Way I

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Horrell >
4 others

RTIIIIINIMIIINIITF111

ROMEO ET JULIETTE (Gounod)
DEATH IN VENICE (New) (Britten)
JENUFA (New) (fanacek)
TURAND0T (Puccini)

11:00 a.m.

(CPS) Alcohol use amongtei
agers is so widespread that#
nearly universal, reports
survey released last sum™
by the National Institute
Alcohol Abuse and Alcohol®
The study reports that
per cent of all seventh-gr,
boys and 54 per cent of seven
grade girls have had a dria
and by the time student!
seniors in high school. 93 *
cent of the boys and 87 per®
of the girls are drinkers.

er
cent applied on purchase,
eep until pgid for or rejurn any time,
o tricks - No - gimmicks - No interest

We also take orders.
Open Daily 11 am to 7 pm
Closed Thurs.
229 E

SATURDAY RADIO SCHEDULE
COMPOSER

vfc

ix

COLQFC T.V.

OPERA

tiaiu

KSJTFT? PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
TIN D
RENT-TO OWN

STDCKTON'S NEWEST MOTOR INN-

Schedule'sub/ect to change

Youii

Santa Clara m the
nio* e
[or young s next

widespread

The Pioneer Museum and
Haggin Galleries will sponsor a
one-day exhibit and sale ol
approximately
600 original
prints from the Davidson
Galleries ol Seattle. Wash on
Saturday. Dec. 7th.

Come in and look at our menu and prices.

This season's broadcasts will be the 35th consec
utive year of Texaco's exclusive sponsorship.

DATE
1974
Dec. 7
Dec. 14
Oec. 21
Dec. 28
1975
fan. 4
Jan. 11
fan. 16

pacific guard Keill.
0(BStray pass." lust

alcoholism is

S TOCKTON TOF U

iTEXACOl

Repairs on all makes of foreign autos

.-BRAKE WORK
-TRANSMISSIONS

Open!!

Now

Student

Exhibit, sale at

Network, and in Canada over the CBC English and
French Radio Networks, are proudly presented by

732 East Lafayette Street

-TUNE UPS
-ELECTRICAL

Tile other student produc
tion is "The Kllect ol Gumma
Rays
on
Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds' by Paul Zindel.
'litis p ay concerns a des
perate
alcoholic
mother's
elleets on her two daughters
and what happens when one
daughter attempts to win the
prize at the school science
lair.
Curtain lime is 8 p.m. in
Raymond Common Room lor
each production.

Admission lor students is
S2 and eltrtain time is 8 p.m.

Pendants and rings of Oriental" Jade.

GUCKS

Z
Z

life is as iragile and beautiful
as her glass menagerie. His
mother is a former Southern
Belle who is still living in the
past.
The main action ol the play
centers around the evening
Tom arranges lor a gentle
man caller" to visit Laura.
This visit brightens up Laura's
life, destroy s his mother's i1 fu
sions and helps Tom make his
final decision to leave home.
"The Glass Menagerie" is
an extremely sensitive and
thought-provoking play that
launched tile career ol one ol
America's greatest drama
tists. Tennessee W illiams.

If you need a break from
studying this weekend. Ray
mond College students are
offering two drama produc
tions—Tennessee
William's

MIXES

Z

All UOP students are
encouraged
to
visit
the
exhibition.
which
runs
Tuesday through Saturday
from 1: 30-5 p.m. The Haggin
Galleries
are
located at
Victory Park, south of the
campus on Pershing
Ave.

at Haggin Ga^

forms are on display
through Jan. 5.

UOP student prepares for art exhibition.
Approximately 135 student works of various

Bv LUIS HKYUS

KEG BEER
WINES
LIQUORS

2

Hard at w

Raymond thespians
present two plays

Bourbon
Street

E

The art department at
COP is presenting its 11th
Annual Art Exhibition at the
Pioneer Museum and Haggin
Galleries Nov. 30 through Jan.
5, featuring some of the best
creations of UOP students.
The goal of the exhibition is
• to help stimulate student
participation in art. to educate
the community as to what is
happening in UOP s art
program, and to motivate
students to bring their art work
out in the open and gain the
experience and confidence that
goes along with it." according
to art instructor
Gilbert
Dellinger.
All UOP students were
afforded art opportunity to
submit works of art. which had
to pass a final inspection by six
qualified UOP professors.
Between 70 and 80 per cent of
the works submitted were
chosen for the exhibition.
There are approximately
135 works, including such art
forms as sculpture, jewelry,
ceramics and oil and acrylic
paintings.
The
general criteria
established lor the selection of
a student's work is quality,
economy.
originality,
adherence to a theme and
overall impact, according to
Dellinger.
"Many
people
are
interested in art. but very lew
apply that interest, and when
they do. they are still reluctant
to display it." said Dellinger.
stressing that the exhibition
was originated to motivate all
UOP students, not merely art
students to participate.

"

place
to get
together
for an n casual
•
D'uce to
get together
-vening
of
yonH
timoc
^nrl anod
go°d times and
2041 paVf-nin®
goo
a

1 PaCI,lc

*ve.

462-1820

Parking in rear of Doris" Place

i
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THE PACIFICAN

A f Utah St.; host USF Monday

UOP Tigers look for first cage win
By JEFF METZGER
Pacific basketball coach
Stan Morrison's enthusiasm
and optimism has been evident
the past two months as he
looked ahead to the 1974-75
season.
Today, Morrison is not in
such good spirits, but he has
not lost his optimism, us the
Tigers board the plane and
head for Logan. Utah, looking
for their first win of the year
alter two losses.
The Tigers blew a 13-point
lead with six minutes to go lust
Saturday, and Vester Robinson
hit a 23-tooter at the buzzer to
give Santa Clara the victory on
opening night at the Civic
Auditorium.
Tuesday.
Pacific
was
concerned with everything

except who they were playing,
and a tough, upset-minded Cal
Poly live set them straight with
a 75-65 win.
"We were guilty of taking
an opponent too lightly,"said
Morrison. "We just didn't play
very well. But we're going to
get better. We've played two
completely different styles in
our first two opponents, and it
would be disastrous if we didn't
learn
anything by
our
mistakes."
"We werenot. collectively,
mentally tough enough to play
against such a determined and
well-coached team," he said.
"Every player has a
responsibility
to mentally
prepare himself every time he
comes to practice or plays a

CAGER'S CORNER

VIC BAKER

""play

by Andy Miller

ai u.
,K**'n

<-alS

Wenf

Young makes save
Icoholism is

pacilic guard ki-ilh Young makes a good save

j,stray puss in last Saturday °s action against
jaiitaciara in the ( i\ic Auditorium. Wailing

widespread

f

young's next move for Pacific are Vic

Baker (44). and Tim Halenteir (unidentifiable
number). Dan Malanc is number 35 lor Santa
Clara. The Broncos won in the last seconds

89-»88.

lorrell named Player off Year;
"f SEta others make all-PCAA

ersi^l w SUSeamong,e«4
V
preudthat,,is
'
»»'vi-rsal. reports *

1

i oholAbu.se and Alcoholism
I ho study reports that 63
i cent of all seventh-grade
tys and 54 per cent of seventhado girls have had a drink
Id by the time students are
niors in high school. 93 p«
nt of the boys and 87 percent
the girls are drinkers.

One in seven high school
mles gets drunk at least ona
week, and more 1 problem
rlnkers were found in the 18
| 20 year age bracket than in
iv other age group.
Marijuana is less popularlull alcohol. Only 40 percent
the male seniors and 36 per
•lit of the females surveyed
tmitted using the drug.
The report concludes that
agers
prefer
alcohol
mse of its easy availability
its general condonationby
ety. whereas marijuana
Hied on by parents aiij
r authority figures.
Once they graduate froi
school, students heel

king, although the figures;
Ineand depend on what®;
ent does after graduation.
sc entering the mtliM
eu 55 per cent drinker rate,.

Ilan job holders gulp m a'*
cent and college stu »
ster a fairly dry 38 percjl
jlar alcohol consumpWjl

Finally,

In

Pacific
running
back
fillard Harrell and end Dave
Ijsick. San Jose Si have been
gluttedPacific Coast Athletic
jisociulion ollensive
and
klaisive players ol the year.
Commissioner Jesse T.
revealed the post-season
lows in announcing the allalerence team as picked by
it PC'AA s head coaches at
itirannual meeting here.
Claude (filbert.
who
jaded San Diego St. loan 8-2-1
nerd and ils third title in a
was acclaimed coach ol
feyeai'by his peers. In his two
tasonsat the Aztec Itelnt. (iilrthaseontpiled a sterling 17H mark and a 7-0-1 eonl'eraentark.
Paced by Wasick. the
iKlans contributed
I"
hirers: seven were first leant
tks. same numlK-r reali/.ed

San Diego. The Aztecs
added live gridders to t111second team roster.
lit the lirst team balloting,
Pacific captured lour plaees.
Fresno St
St. earned three while
Cut St. te Fullerton and Long
Beach St.
—each
aclt gained one. The
Bulldog
_s landed seven second
team berths, with the 4!lers
getting fourand the Tigers one.

Along with Harrell. ollen
sive linemen Hank Knglchardt. Mel \ isger and Mori i-.
son Fngland were the 't igers
selected to the first team. Mark
Dav is was the only other Tiger
picked,
as
the
senior
linebacker was named to the
second team delcnsc.
Seniors dominated both
squads with Hi being chosen
iirst leant and 17 netting

fMD

second team consideration.
Six juniors grayed the number
one squad, while one—delettsive laekle \\ ilson Fauminia ol
San Jose—impressed enough
to he singled out lor lirst leant
recognition.
First
squad
repeaters
from a campaign ago arc
Harrell. \\ asick. Sail Jose w ide
receiver Ike
Mi-Bee. who
missed the latter pari ol the
season with all injury, and
teammate Carl Ekern. a line
backer. San Diego linebacker
Bobby Henderson and Aztec
defensive back Monte Jackson
also returned.
Spartan
quarterback
Craig Kimball lound himselt
elevated to lirst team alter
making second in 1973; Long
Beach's Greg Bailey, a defen
sive hack, was upgraded a
team

Not many freshmen get a
chance to play for the varsitytewer. still, see anv regular
action, but when a. freshman
starts every game for the
varsity, he must be something
special.
That special guy lor
Pacific is Vie Baker, and the
experience that he gained last
year should enable him to
mature rapidly. Also in favor
' ol Vie is the change in offences
this year, which moves him
from the
high post to his
natural forward position. At
6'5". Vic is a good leaper,
letting him play much bigger
than he actually is. y.-t still
having that, quickness and
speed of a small forward,
necessary to beat his man to
the hoop, son notes that \ ic
"put in more time this summer
improving his game than anyother player in our program."
Consequently, his shooting is
greatly
intprobed. In the
Tigers' first two games this
year. Vie has made over56per
cent of his shots, proving
Morrison's
point
rather
convincingly. This year lie is
also rebounding with more
tenacity
and
intelligence,
which Morrison says '' has been
a very pleasant surprise to
date."
Vie came to Pacific front
Del Cantpo High School in
Carmichael. where he earned

VIC BAKER
honors
as
an
honorable
mention
a 11-American.
Sacramento Co. co-player of
the year. MVP of his league
and all-superior California.
A 3.0 (LP.A. student,
majoring in psychology, he
comes from an athletic family,
his brother Dusty being the
eenterfielder for the Atlanta
Braves.
Vic is stronger and quicker
tins year aim nas mat ciesire io
keep improving himselt. not
only in basketball, but in all
facets ol his life. With the l e v e l
of maturity
that he has
developed. Vie just might
become one
of the must
consistent play ers ever to play
for UOP.

warns.

game.

Things dm't get any easier
for Pacific as they play Utah
Slate, a loser in their opener to
Boise State, tomorrow. Don't
let the loss fool you. At home,
the Aggies were 14-0 last year,
and there were some pretty
good teams on that list.

This point was evident
against Cal Poly, as they lost
the game at the free throw line,
committing 26 fouls, sending
Poly to the line 32 times.
Morrison admitted many of
them were "silly fouls."
The Tigers were behind
almost all the way Tuesday,
the Mustangs building a steady
lead throughout most of the
first half andearly second halt.
Pacific's biggest deficit was 16
points, midway through the
second half, but they narrowed
the margin to live before
falling back and eventually
losing by the margin ol ten.

Pacific
returns
home
Monday to host USF. in what
should be an exciting ball game
between two long-time rivals.
The Dons, winners of the
WCAC title three years in a
row. and favorites again this
year, have their typical strong
ball club.

The lackluster perfor
mance came three days altera
good showing in their opener,
with the result being a
frustrating loss. The Tigers led
all the way against Santa
Clara, and were ahead 76-63
with 7:20 to go in the game.
Santa Clara started peeking
away, and the Tigers were
unable to do the things they had
to do to stave off the rally.

'xfke

Keith Young, the transfer
front Minnesota has been in the
spotlight so far. It's much too
early to evaluate
the star
guard, but Morrison notes that
"The effects ol a two-year
layoff are evident, but heasserted himself really well at
Cal Polv."
The coach's main concern
is at the center position. Chad
Meyer -played an excellent
basketball game against Santa
Clara, but followed it with a
nol-so-good game Tuesday, in
which he got into loul trouble.
W e c an not have Chad Meyer
in loul trouble." Morrison

Located on Pacific Ave. in the

PIZZh LhKLY ?

-YEAR LONG OFFER-

Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt-Stockton

10% OFF

No crowds. No crush.
When the snows cover the vast valleys and wide
meadows of Yosemite, it's one of the finest
cross-country skiing areas in the whole world.
And best of all, it's within easy reach
from most anywhere in California. (In fact,
the free Yosemite Shuttle Service makes it so
easy for you to get around the entire Park
that you should consider taking the bus or
train up to Yosemite in order to skip
all the bother of getting anti-freeze and
chains for your car.)

with current ASUOP Card
(sale merchandise exempt)
good through the summer, too!

the surveyr^J

the overwhelming favo"

Cross-Gountiy Skiing
in Yosemite.
Welcome to a quiet,
beautiful wor d.
Just picture it.
You're gliding silently, quickly over a
velvety carpet of fresh snow. All around you,
the stately firs, pines and oaks loom
starkly against a perfect blue sky filled with
puffy white clouds, and every breath you gulp
is of fresh clean mountain air.

CENTER

helping you hold down expenses ..uh this

PURCHASES OVER $5
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JEFF METZGER, Sports Editor

Those are. according to
Morrison, making tree throws,
rebounding well, holding the
opponents to only one shot and
running the offense in order to
get good shots to keep the clock
moving.
"11 we hud done any one ol
the three well, we'd have won
the game." he said.
The couch is extremely
pleased with the play of Vic
Baker, the sophomore forward
(see Cager's Corner)
who
seems more at ease at forward
this year, rather than the high
post he played as a freshman in
lust season's 1-3-1 offense. The
result is a 19.5 scoring average,
and excellent defensive play.

Stop in at the

SHOPPING

Game time Monday is 8
p.nt. at Civic Auditorium,
while tomorrow night's game
wit be broadcast on K.JOY
(1280) beginning at 7 p.m. EST

SPORTS

NEED A BREAK?

WEBERSTOWN

Coached by Bob Gaillard,
they have size, strength and
quickness. Thuv are led by 6'9"
center Eric Fernsten. who has
been a consistent player for
them the past two seasons.
Also a player to note is 6 .5"
guard Russ
Coleman (22).
Stagg High's all-everything
two years ago. It will be his
lirst gunte in Stockton since
high school.

holic beverage among
ml students is beer.

If you're one of tomorrow's physicians,
there are some things you should know
today.

Mid-week packages.
They include accommodations at the Yosemite
Lodge starting at $16.00 per person per night
for double occupancy. Also included are an
all-day cross-country ski touring lesson,
unlimited equipment rental and use of
the ice skating rink.
More good news.
Come to Yosemite at least 2 days before any
Saturday and stay through the weekend at
the mid-week rates.

Sanyo 4-Channel St«reo off^e;;e concert hall

IS SSltd S Sanyo brings beauty and sound

to perfection.

s££ SANYo

AT

ing

1820
f Dori*

place

Just one more thing...we think if you
know all the facts, today, you may want to be
one of us tomorrow.
Find out. Send in the coupon and get
the facts... today.

Pr°6r?

fmy0u

Ik
^5scc«,vo.A;d.oC=b.""''
6130 Pacific Avenue

^

^

0f

sales and service

Ent,re Sales Stall "Certified

d,

Audio Consultants
Most complete, dualified

Financing to 36 rnon'^s-_
go days. no interest charge

serv.ee shop m

,he same location

Evefythln9 WeSfT

qualify, the tuition for your medi
cal education will be covered fully while you
participate in ine
the program.
And. uu.
during
pru&iai''.
nnv
...5 that
r.
Hi
:
/-./-w-izH monthl\/ ctinonn
time
you'll
receive
a— good
monthly stipend.

(800) 692-8511

There are limited openings for academic year 1975-1976.

Z-CN-124

Armed Forces Scholarships
P.O. Box AF
Peoria, III. 61614

©

I desire information for the following program:
ArmyP NavyQ Air Forced Medical •
Dental • Veterinary* n Podiatry C Optometry •
Psychology (PhD) •
Name

(please print)

Soc. Sec. #_

I
I

City
—Zip—

State-

i

Enrolled at_
To graduate in_

(month)

Date of birth

(month)
.veterinarynotavailable
in NavyProgram:

Armed Forces Health Care

,

Dedicated to Medicine and the people who practice it.

Yosemite Park and Curry Co., Dept. M1
Yosemite National Park, California 95389

UCPF

Please mail information about the following:
• Cross-country ski
• General Information
touring
• Group Information
• Mid-week learn-to• Bus and Amtrak
ski packages
Information

_Phone_

Address

!

^toky-

o gettosf l' od t>
times and g

••fU.
For instance. You should know about the op
portunities offered by Armed Forces Health
Care. As an officer in the service of your
choice you'll work in modern facilities. With
up-to-date equipment. And modern, up-todate professionals in every area of Health
Care.
For example. You should know that
Armed Forces Health Care offers opportuni
ties for initial training and advanced study in
practically every specialty. Not to mention
the opportunity to practice it.
You should know, too, that we make it
possible for you to pursue a post-residency
fellowship at either military or civilian institutions.
, .
And if all this strikes a spark, then you
should certainly know about our scholarship

For more information about cross-country
skiing at Yosemite plus Alpine skiing details,
send in coupon below or call toll free

\

NAME

(degree)
(year)

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

_

ZIP

Yosemite Park & Curry Co., An MCA Company, is a concessioner authorized
by the United States Department of the Interior. National Park Service

uece^be

r5
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Professors attended
November conference
Finding ways to evaluate
faculty members was the sub
ject of a two-day convention at
the
University
of
San
Francisco Nov. 4 and 5
attended
by
Dr.
Robert
Knighton of (.'OR. l)r. Howell
Runion of the School of
Pharmacy.
Dr.
Robert
Orpinela of Raymond College
and Katie Twinem.
a COP
graduate student.
The convention, sponsored
by the American Associationof
Higher Education, centered
around multiple evaluation
models which can be used lor
administrative purposes by
professors to improve their
teaching techniques and stu
dents
in
making
course
choices.
According to Knighton,
such methods of evaluation
improve the delivery of quality
education, to
students. The
results, he said, offer justifica
tion for developing a process
for change.

"It is important to survey a
campus in this way in order to
set up some kind of support sys
tem forchange without reward
or punishment to anyone
involved," he said.
ONE OF the topics dis
cussed was the formation of a
workable evaluation docu
ment. The
representative
from Purdue University pre
sented a form which was a
matrix of 200 to 300 questions.
Five concerned the uni
versity in general. lSdealtwith
the specific department and 15
to 20 were chosen by the pro
fessor which related directly to
the course.
It was considered a highly
functional document by tbe
convention participants. With
faculty input it would be taken
seriously when the admini
stration put on pressure.
"It's not just the outcome
but the input that is important
because you can't hold the

New looks in the University Center

I I... deadline •<" sulmilHIIHS mloi lliallon I., |II|S).(
11, oil ,1m* l uc*dn> Ih'Iimi- publication.

faculty
to something they
didn't have any input into."
said Knighton.

•THE

SINGIMi RABBI." Slilonio (

perform al'lOP
( rent Hall

SELF-EVALUATION and
. development of potential by
the faculty was considered
important
by
the
00
representatives of colleges and
universities in Northern Cali
fornia. Oregon. Washington
and Idaho present at the con
vention.

'"it

Wednesday. Dec. 11 at 8 ,, in

iff

An interpretation „l ( l.anukah w,||

*5

|)t,J

i'riLdl'r'u"1^' Fra.u isco s 1 Login Adtbu,',
lie is being brought to I OP through the ell(M1s
Associated

Jewish Students.

STREAMERS!! For the first live streakers w|1(lsh

at the grocery store tonight between midnight lllld2
'l
buv an eight-pack ol Dr. I'eppei you will receive, a,,^
buy
a Hires Root Beer tray worth $1.75. State law rr
«iu
'free.
that you wear shoes.

According to Knighton,
faculties are under pressure to
evaluate themselves, if they
don't want an administration
evaluation.

THE

CANDLELIGHT

CHRISTMAS

CEREM,,

annually sponsored by Newman House w,ll take pUv
year on Sunday. Dec. 15 at 7 p.m. 1 lie procession wj|| slil
"front oi the Conservatory , w ind .Is way through theca„
and finally w ill end at the Chapel wheie the Corel
Lights will take place. Please bring your own cj,H|^
Ihdng. groups interested in participating should cw

The UOP participants at
the convention were sent from
the office of acting academic
vice-president
Dr. Clifford
Hand, to function as resource
people for the university. The
complete results of the con
vention have been reported to
Hand as well as to the COP
faculty and administration.

New man House at 951-0881.
FLU VACCINE is available at tile health center
between 9: 30-11 and 2: 30-4. 'I here w ill l)e a $2 service
THE CALLIOPE, the I OP community's \\k
magazine, is accepting poetry short stories andone-att
w ritten by students, faculty or stall until Dec 15. 1074
submit your w ork with your name to one ol thoC
in one of the following areas: ASL OP olfice: COP K
office: Callison Lodge: Raymond I^dge: Pharmacy Lil)r"c
or the Irving Martin Library. II you have any question,
tact Patti Eighmy at 466-3581. ext. 109.

LARKY G1NESI
Bureau

THE SECOND LOP JAZZ FESTIVAL, set lor .,Apr
1975. needs volunteers now to assist in organizing the en
The first festival, held in 1973. played host to 18 jazz band,
guest artist and guitarist Howard Roberts All types olsi
are needed. Anyone interested in promoting jazz ut;
should contact Joe Goldeen. 28 University Center
463—3684.
DELTA SIGMA THETA, the first predominantlyI
sorority to be sponsored at I OP. will
hold initio
ceremonies Sunday at 9 a.m. in the Gold Room The nat
wide sorority is a public service organization establish
encourage and maintain intellectual and moral standi
among its members and to grant assistance to wuitln
deserving members. For more information, contact D«
Kimble. Grace Covell 323 at 466-3581
CALIFORNIA
YOLTII AUTHORITY is Hlt
donations ol books and magazines suitable for young m
their late teens II you have anything you wouldliketodim
y ou may bring it to the Anderson A

One of

the greatest gets degree

Chang dai-Ch'ien (center) said to be one of the
greatest living Chinese artists,receives a UOP
honorary doctorate degree from President
Stanley E. McCaffrey at ceremonies in the
University Center theater Nov. 22. Ch'ien

presented an art show at the Pioneer Museum
last January in cooperation with Callison
College. The renowned artist was awarded the
degree for his fine contributions to the world of
art.

TOP PHOTO: The bookstore has just opened
this week to large crowds of students.
MIDDLE PHOTO: Gary Kleemann, Center
director, has moved into his office, located
across from the bookstore 011 the first floor.
BOTTOM PHOTO: ASUOP will not be sel up in

A YEARBOOK may be a possibility lor linear,11I11
year 1! 35 or more students show an interest A pro
company will compile the yearbook al a 1111111111.111-1
students. Contact Mark Hugo at VSl'OP. 946-2233.'

their new offices until January. Karen
Akerson, academic affairs director, and Phil
Hoge, forum director, express amazement
after touring the spacious new office complex,
located just down the hall from the grocery 011
the second floor.

SIGMA TAL ALPHA, the national service sorority
International Order ol the Rainbow
Girls is interests
starting a chapter at UOP. This w ill be a service sororiiyi
should not conflict with any social sorority 011 canipu tia
Slavey Ly n Ward. PAA A. at 238 Grave Covell or plume-UK
I66a

BSU presents black
perspective of campus
The Black Student's Union
(BSUl of UOP will impress
upon the administration of
UOP just exactly what the
black students feel about the
campus at a rap session next
week.
The session, to be held in
the Regent's Room of Burn's
Tower, has not had an exact
date set yet. President Stanley
McCaffrey.
Deun
Judith
Chambers.
Dean
Kenneth
Beachamp and Financial Vice
President Robert Winterberg
are scheduled to meet \yjth the

President of the BSU.
Vincent
Lewis.
said,
"Personally I hope the rap
session
will
stimulate
a
relationship betw een the black
students 011 campus and the
administration."
If there are any gripes or
questions, this will be the
opportunity for the BSU to
express them to the
"top
man." "The black students
will tell McCaffrey how they
feel about UOP-l'rom a black
perspective." said Lewis.

LOVE IS
Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
... a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched sets and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precious 14K gold. Keepsake,
there is no finer diamond ring.
Suit Yourself in Tobias" Tobias styles the
perfect combination of mated trousers and
tops in leisure suits and go-together
coordinates. $40 to $45.

8EOIITEREOA.OIAMOND RINGS
Top to bottom—LADYLOVE. RACHEL. LADY VALLEY. BRITTANIA
Find your Kwpuka J.w«l«r.In tlw Vallow p»g«« or diaMreo 800-243-6000. In Conn" 800-882°-6500

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your'Engegement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 35$.
F.74

(Pt«u« Print)

THE TOBIAS TREND'" SINCE 1919.

MENS ROOM
a
J
ISM*

]4&nnth
Qf Lodi
I rwH;
'14
South Snhnnl
School St,,
Weberstown Mall

18 S. California

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

Need magic lingers? We've got
| 20 to do your typing for you.

tor

Sale:

Electric

bass

Board iri
Itoom ra

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDTI \ HON *11
will oiler an introductory lecture on the tccllimF
transcendental meditation this Tuesday Dec. ItialT :«i|)
W PC 233. For more iltlorniation. contact Al ii Nuolasa
1661.

classified ads
I

0k'd I

THE VVALDEN VENTURE is organizing a trip in
Dicken s Christmas Fair 111 San Francisco Dec.
The Bonn
snowshoc backpack trip lor New Year's II you are intent proved an intu
in these, or any activities sponsored by the Venture, call ition last mon
5906 or 464-3863.
total figure
next academii
1
THE STATE MASTER PLAN lor Special EducalM
The incre
be the main topic ol discussion when Leslie Urn®
Associate State Superintendent ol Public Instruclwoi 'Percent rui:
manager lor the S|>ecial Education Support I nit speaW this academic
a
responds to questions Tuesday . Dei Id at 8 p.m. in lllrf $200 tuition
Room.
^ar, resultinj
'"crease for t
EUROPEAN JOB CARDS lor students. pi;uWilms! $500.
with necessary working papers and initialing the prim
"Thi
ol a job. are available lor next summer A job could liw
happy a
your European stay completely
Contact SOS S"1
tuition j
Overseas Services. 22 Ave de la Liberie LUWIMM
preside!
Europe. V oil will be answered immediately Scud ill"
Howevi
overseas postage.
sufferiii|

BSU.

Expert Typing: Dissertations,
For Sale: Head skis. 190 cms. theses, term papers, etc. done
Good condition. Best offer. professionally by Genevieve
| Call 478-2939. before 7.
Macias. Hours: 6 p.m. thru 10
p.m. Call 478-0354.
Wedding
Photography:
• Looking for a photograpger Typing: Expert typist desires
' who can do the exciting new papers that need to be typed
Mystics. Wisps. Keepsakes,
Call Carol 478-9157. M-TH 9-6
and Fantasies, as well as the ,FRI. 2-6
traditionals? Call Jere Moore
JOBS
ON
SHIPS! No
at 948-5368.
experience
required
| Wanted: Students interested in
EXxcellent pay.
Worldwide
going to South America over
travel. Perfect summer job or
Christmas
please
contact
career.
Send
$3.00
for
Miche.e French at
ASLOP
tnformation. SEAFAX . Dent
Travel Service.
C-12 P.O. Box 2049 Port
Charier Flights: ASl'DPtravel Angeles. Wa. 98362.
service is ollcring a special
charter to New York over Auto Repair:
Professional
Uhrislmas vacation The cost experience on foreign and
will be $219. round trip.
domestic autos.
Large and
Contact
travel service in small jobs. Low prices. Call
ASUOP office.
Don Hardin at 948-8130

$300

il

n

i''i "it.

^CARTER LOW
•ip

Wanted:
Volunteers
for •
psychol. exp.
The effict oil
on
1- ° °l u
" ,memoi
memory.
'y
Contact
Lee Rosenberg at ASLOP or
call 462-2253.

For

Rent:

Large

2

j

HAHLEl

8384CS

eferences

bdrm. I

stereo

f

aWi'

tise

'on

| Call Patty or Livvy at 478-2400. cas^Fe'ilSerstrings SltmcS
•alter 4 p.m.
'P *IUU- Call,
4Ko
r
4bd-i0bl alter 5 wkdays

s'n °ne ye«,

Nisr'V"

|Lost: Gold w rist watch, with
thrown leather hand. Lost near
J Grace Covell. Call Bill al 951| 1549
Wanted: Hasliors tor Delta
Gumma. Call Mrs. Andersi
rson
|ut 462-0980.

I

testing and counseling.

°whrecei,

o. Clinic VAed. eve. 6-30
4645809.

c-ilt
Ld"

^

Sale*

Pet06"0"! ^dUionUnS 8"

Wanted: Fern-it.. ..

b
Taylor.
MM E. I
Found:
qiu,
,
I
sweaters. iost brjM-*iet.
2
ounces,
dances. ci.
' ASl 0PI
Cl!m
U m
•articles
ASLOP
office"

t all 464-

0167.

Rent

u-.

understanding

'"ommate.

'%1,l|Sl

1,0

S.W . rm 273
A"to Repair- AR

tool
v,

sarv
e res.
v « . ' "I
Up3»

for

bin,
budget utg

Station whe" I %>siin;t01'0»I»'0|
books are siold

'71 v

|-«r
Sale:
mini
H«„da
trail.$100. Good cond
Lights
and liscencc plate

Pe,er-

a,rbro"»

Cliffs Notes always th«| p^t'eni. ^'P's Siig;,
1 • fish, in
prescription when l"
Oem
sll. lou
flee
help in understanding
Op 3^
Up 55
Prepared by educator* .
a<>PerPerCeni iltay 1
use Titles available "
J Jnt; jj^^nt; olfo
up
over 200 frequently
UP 4 1
•ce
la-|
assigned plays
and novels

Look
for the'
Cliff s Notes

M-F 9

of

the

taw
P»4efbeyC^d in the

e

Birth Control Info: Pregnuncv

levels n

^w'denee

I

For Sale: Hagstrom III solid
Ibody electric guitar. Fast
| action, good lead guitar. Six
I tone controls. 3 pick
ups.
J Includes cord, case..itrap. Call
|Steve 477-9138.

eavi''-'g"d.

in

SdlarV

1
I

arantz and Sansui 1

coim
dire

services.

S hl

I
I
!
I

J

this ,(1

lal,on

f0r"Uain •' stead;

^iliaa,rbro°k.

Call 478- |

Wanted: Live-in babysitter for

Will mv
rate

,keeP bo-.H !,'rinK s,'nu'.s
0n the 21 °ni risin$
"This j. mea' Plan
r°ent
refit
buJ-8eover«a«l
aget,-'

house. 1 mi. from campus.' I
Partially
lurnished-ok
for I
students. $190. Call 462-0615 1
eves, or wkends.
Typing: Typist
w/IBM
selectrtc
carbon
ribbon
typewriter wants work on
manuscripts.dissertations and

The

It pooae'11 dr°P 'n

bee

I
I

al j

Only $l/$1 25 e»ch

; "•"'•kin.

l,f
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u
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food
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